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DETAILED ACTION

1. This Action is responsive to the amendment filed on February 3, 2006.

2. Claims 1-59 are pending. Claims 16-21 and 30-36 are cancelled.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

3. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

4. Claims 1 1, 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, first paragraph, as failing to comply with

the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not described in

the specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with

which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the invention. Specifically, applicant

define a low-level software is a software routine fi*om BIOS that executed by the processor to

initialize the system and a higher level software such as an operating system. However, it is

unclear to examiner that the claim limitation "the first level of software is lower than the second

level of software" in what way is one level of software is lower than the other (figuratively,

literally or in term of system level) .

5. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102
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6. Claims 6, 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Mitra et al.

(Mitra) U.S. Patent 6,167,472.

7. As per claim 6, Mitra discloses a PCI local bus compliant device comprising:

a hardware implemented capabilities list [col. 1 lines 37-39, col. 2 lines 64-67] capable of

being modified by low level software [col. 4 lines 25-33; col. 9 lines 31-35], and read-only to

higher level software [col 2 lines 52-67].

8. As per claim 10, Mitra teach the compliant device comprises an integrated circuit that

includes the hardware implemented capabilities list [col. 3 lines 7-19].

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

10. The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found

in a prior Office action.

11. Claims 1-5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Schimmel

U.S. Patent 6,601,120 in view of Sibigtroth U.S. Patent 4,580,246.

12. As per claim 1, Schimmel discloses an apparatus comprising:
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a hardware linked list, the hardware linked list including a plurality of nodes, each of the

plurality of nodes including a next node pointer register [col. 7 lines 1 1-29] pointed to a

capability/configuration supported by the device.

However, Schimmel does not explicitly teach a locking mechanism to conditionally make

the next node pointer register of teach of plurality of nodes read-only.

Sibigtroth teaches another method related to a write protection circuit and method for a

control register which allows a write protected register to be written only once [col. 1 lines 10-

13]. Specifically, Sibigtroth teaches a locking mechanism to conditionally make the register

read-only [fig. 3].

As taught by Sibigtroth, certain control registers and bits which determine system

configuration would pose serious system integrity problems were they v^iteable, or under

software control , during normal operation [col. 1 lines 14-17]. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at time of the invention was made to have modified the

system of Schimmel with the lock mechanism of Sibigtroth to conditionally make the next node

pointer register of each of the plurality of nodes read-only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to prevent accidental write or modification

to the linked list structure since an unintended modification to these registers could change the

device configuration/capability resulting in a device failure [col. 1 lines 18-21].

13. As per claim 2, Sibigtroth teaches the locking mechanism comprises a control register

[110 fig. 3].
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14. As per claim 3, Schimmel teaches each of the plurality of nodes includes a register

operable to specify a capability of the apparatus [col. 7 lines 1 1-29].

15. As per claim 4, Schimmel teaches the apparatus comprises a PCI local bus compliant

peripheral device [inherent - col. 7 lines 1 1-13].

16. As per claim 5, Schimmel teaches the apparatus comprise an integrated circuit having a

microprocessor bus compatible interface [inherent].

17. Claims 6-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carson et al.

U.S. Patent 5,911,051 in viewof GafkenU.S. Patent 6,026,016.

18. As per claim 6, Carson et al. teach a PCI local bus compliant device comprising:

a hardware implemented capabilities list [col. 42 lines 24-30] capable of being read-only

to higher level software [col. 40 lines 35-39]. However, Carson et al. do not teach expressly the

hardware implemented capabilities list capable of being modified by low-level software.

Gafken present another invention relates generally to a memory array and more

particularly to a method and apparatus for locking and unlocking blocks of memory cells in a

nonvolatile memory array to disable and enable v^ite and erase. Specifically, Gafken teaches

due to the nature of the locking mechanism of previous art, in order to update or make

modification to the critical informafion in the memory, the user required to open up the system to

physically change the setting to unlock the memory. Therefore, while system critical
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information is protected in locked blocks, updates to such information can be difficult [col. 1

lines 28-58].

Gafken teaches, for ease of use and upgradeability, the desired locations in the memory

arrays, which are read-only, are capable of being modified by low level software [col. 6 lines 38-

44; col. 13 lines 5-34, 60-65];

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified the system of Carson et al. with a low-level software of Gaflcen

in order to provide the system the abilities to modified the hardware capabilities list.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide the system the ease of use and

upgradeability of the capabilities list; and at the same time, to prevent inadvertent erasure or

modification to critical information in the list [col. 14 lines 27-39].

19. As per claim 7, Carson et al. teach the hardware implemented capabilities list comprises a

plurality of list nodes that each includes a next node pointer register [col. 42 lines 24-48].

Gaflcen teaches the method for modifying read-only register. Therefore, it is obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art that the combine teachings of Carson et al. and Gaflcen teach a writeable

next node pointer register.

20. As per claim 8, Gafken teaches a control register [140 fig. 1] coupled to the writeable

register [130 fig. 1], the control register being operable to change the writeable registers to read-

only register [fi-om col. 13 line 66 to col. 14 line 5; col. 14 lines 41-52]. Therefore, it is obvious

to one or ordinary skill in the art that the combine teachings of Carson et al. and Gaflcen also
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teach a control register being operable to change the writeable next node pointer register to read-

only.

21 . As per claim 9, Carson et al. teach the hardware implemented capabilities list is read-only

to operating system software [see claim 6] and Gafken teaches writeable by basic input output

software [col. 6 lines 38-44; col. 13 lines 5-34, 60-65].

22. As per claim 10, Carson et al. teach the PCI local bus compliant device comprises an

integrated circuit that included the hardware implemented capabilities list [col. 40 lines 35-45

and col. 42 lines 1-9].

23. Claim 11-13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Larsen et al.

U.S. Patent 6,154,819 in view of Schimmel.

24. As per claim 1 1 , Larsen et al. teach an integrated circuit comprising:

an address bus [inherent - fig. 1,7];

a data bus [inherent - fig. 1,7];

a control bus [fig. 2, 3];

a series ofmemory array blocks coupled to the address, data, and control busses, the

series of memory array blocks arranged in a writeable list [col. 1 lines 37-40; 202 fig. 2];

a control register [116, 206 fig. 2] operable to lock the v^iteable memory array blocks

and conditionally make the series ofmemory blocks read-only [col. 4 lines 12-16; col. 7 lines 37-

53]; and
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wherein the control register is accessible by a first level of software^ [204 fig. 2; col. 5

lines 7-8; col. 7 lines 37-40] and the series ofmemory array blocks are inherently accessible by a

second level of software [col. 1 1 lines 45-51], wherein [it is obvious] the first level of software is

lower than the second level of software.

However, Larsen et al. do not teach the memory array blocks are arranged as a linked list.

Schimmel teaches another integrated circuit having a storage spaces for storing the

device's capabilities. Specifically, Schimmel teaches the storages spaces arranged in a series of

linked list registers [col. 7 lines 1 1-29].

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified the system of Larsen et al. with a linked list data structure as

taught by Schimmel since Larsen et al. do not explicitly prohibit the use of linked list and linked

list, which allows for rapid insertion and removal of the elements in the linked list without

having to move or relocate large blocks of physical memory, is such a well know data structure

for storing information.

25. As per claim 12, Schimmel teaches the series of linked list registers are arranged in

groups, each group forming a linked list node, each linked list node including one next node

pointer register [col. 7 lines 22-34].

First level-software or low-level soflAvare by definition is a software which handles the interface to peripheral

hardware.
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26. As per claim 13, the combine teachings of Schimmel and Larsen et al. inherently teach

the control register is operable to make the next node pointer register of each linked list node

read-only.

27. Claim 14-15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Riley et al.

US 2002/0073258 in view of Larsen et al U.S. Patent 6,154,819.

28. As per claim 1 5, Riley et al. teach an integrated circuit comprising:

an address bus [paragraph 0285];

a data bus [paragraph 0285];

a control bus [paragraph 0630];

a series of linked list register [paragraph 0676-0677] coupled to the address, data, control

busses [paragraph 0669-0670], a series of linked list registers arranged in a readable linked list

and configured as read-only. Hov^ever, Riley et al do not explicitly teach that the series of linked

list registers are v^iteable nor a control register operable to lock the writeable linked list and

conditionally make the series of linked list register read-only.

Larsen et al. teach another device comprises a serious of writeable memory array usable

to store upgradeable configuration information [col. 1 lines 39-41] wherein the serious of register

[202 fig. 2] coupled to the address, data [fig. 7], and control busses [fig. 3]. Specifically, Larsen

et al. teach a control register [col. 4 lines 14-16, 56-67] operable to lock the v^iteable series of

writeable memory array and conditionally make the series of lined list register read-only

[abstract, col. 7 lines 33-54].
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At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of

ordinary skill in the art to have modified the system of Riley et al with a series of writeable

register (memory array) and a control register operable to lock and conditionally make the

serious of register read-only as taught by Larsen et al.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide the system the ability to upgrade

or reprogram the information stored in the plurality of the registers; and at the same time, protect

the information from unintended erasure or reprogramming as teach by Larsen et al. [col. 1 lines

39-43; 56-59; col. 2 lines 62-65].

29. As per claim 14, Larsen et al. teach the control register is accessible by a first level of

software [col. 7 lines 37-40] and Riley et al. inherently teach the series of linked list registers are

accessible by a second level of software, wherein it is obvious that the first level of software is

lower than the second level of software.

30. Claims 22-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Schimmel

in view of DeRoo et al. U.S. Patent 5,764,995.

31. As per claim 22, Schimmel teaches an integrated circuit comprising:

a first register to signify whether a capabilities list is enabled [col. 7 lines 20-22];

a second register to point to a capabilities list [col. 7 lines 22-24];

However, Schimmel does not explicitly teach a first and second register as a writeable

register and a write-once control register operable to make the first and second writeable register

read-only.
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DeRoo et al. teach another integrated circuit comprising plurality of writeable registers

for storing plurality of configuration [col. 2 lines 28-34], Specifically, DeRoo et al. teach a

write-once control register operable to make the plurality of writeable register read-only [claim

1; col. 2 lines 39-47].

At the time of the invention was make, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified to system of Schimmel with a writeable register and a write once

control register ofDeRoo et al. to make the first and second writeable registers read-only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide the system the ability to

modify/reprogram the specific configuration in the registers without having manually

reconfigured [fi"om col. 1 line 60 to col. 2 line 26] and prevent unintended erasure during the

normal operation of the system.

32. As per claim 23, DeRoo et al. teach the control register can be written only once between

system resets [claim 1].

33. As per claim 24, Schimmel teaches a hardware linked list pointed to by the second

writeable register, the hardware linked list including a plurality of nodes [col. 7 lines 20-24].

And DeRoo et al. teach a writeable register to provide the system the ability to reprogram the

specific information in the register.

34. As per claim 25, the combine teaching of Schimmel and DeRoo et al. inherently teach the

control register operable to make the writeable next node register read-only.
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35. As per claim 26, Schimmel teaches a PCI local bus compliant interface [col. 7 lines 11-

13].

36. Claims 27-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C, 103(a) as being unpatentable over Horan et al

U.S. Patent 5,999,198 in view of Lin et al U.S. Patent 5,765,026 and DeRoo et al.

37. As per claim 27, Horan et al teach an integrated circuit comprising:

a hardware linked list of register containing information for each capability supported by

a peripheral device. Horan et al teach a group of register operable to indicate the capabilities of

the integrated circuit. However, Horan et al do not teach expressly a plurality of register group.

Lin et al teach another method for creating a plurality of linked lists, wherein the method

includes the step of retrieving a single selected portion of the combination of information from a

linked list. Specifically, Lin et al teach a plurality of register groups, each register group

including registers operable to indicate the state information of a system [col. 1 lines 43-48; col.

3 lines 22-27; col. 4 lines 12-27], and including a next group register to point to a next group

[fig. 4].

Horan et al and Lin et al are analogous art because they from the same field of endeavor -

Data management in memory.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art to have modified the system of Horan et al with the plurality of linked list (group of

register), each linked list including register operable to indicate the state information of the

system as taught Lin et al to manage the different capabilities in a peripheral device.
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The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been to improve the access speed and

reducing the storage requirement in a memory [col. 1 lines 29-32].

However, the combine teachings of Horan et al. and Lin et al. do not teach a control

register operable to renders the plurality of register groups read only and a write once lock bit is

configured such that the write-once lock bit can be written to only once between system reset

sequences.

DeRoo et al. teach another integrated circuit comprising plurality of v^iteable registers

for storing plurality of configuration. Specifically, DeRoo et al. teach the control register

comprises a write-once lock bit [col. 82 lines 29-45], that when written, renders the plurality of

register read-only and the write once lock bit is configured such that the write-once lock bit can

be written to only once between system reset sequences [claim 4].

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified the system of Horan et al. and Lin et al. with a control register

comprises a write-once lock bit ofDeRoo et al. to renders the plurality of register groups read-

only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide a means to modify or reprogram

the groups of registers once but only under controlled condition [abstract].

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Horan et al. with Lin et al. and DeRoo

et al. to obtain the invention as specified in claim 27.

38. As per claim 28, Horan et al/Lin et al teach the plurality of register groups [Lin et al]

form a PCI local bus compliant capabilities list [Horan et al -col. 17 lines 1-19].
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39. As per claim 29, DeRoo et al. teach the control register is modifiable once by basic input

output software, and is not modifiable by operating system software [col. 2 lines 37-39; col. 81

lines 45-48].

40. Claims 37-40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Schimmel

in view of Larsen et al.

41 . As per claim 1, Schimmel teaches a computer system comprising:

a PCI local bus compliant peripheral device coupled to a bus [102 fig. 1]; and

a processor [101 fig. 1] coupled to the bus;

wherein the PCI local compliant peripheral device includes a capabilities linked list [col.

7 lines 22-26].

However, Schimmel does not explicitly that the capabilities linked list is modifiable by

the processor, and wherein the PCI local bus compliant peripheral device fiirther includes a

writeable control register operable to render the capabilities linked list read-only by the

processor.

Larsen et al. teach another device comprises a serious of writeable memory array usable

to store upgradeable configuration information [col. 1 lines 39-41] wherein the serious of register

[202 fig. 2] coupled to the address, data [fig. 7], and control busses [fig. 3]. Specifically, Larsen

et al. teach a control register [col. 4 lines 14-16, 56-67] operable to lock the writeable series of

writeable memory array and conditionally make the series of lined list register read-only

[abstract, col. 7 lines 33-54] by the processor [see fiirther discussion in claim 15].
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42. As per claim 38, Schimmel teaches the capabiUties Unked list comprises a plurality of

nodes made up of groups of registers, each node corresponding to one capability and including

one next node pointer register [see claim 35] and Larsen et al. teach a writeable register.

Therefore, At the time of the invention was make, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art that the combine teachings of Schinmiel and Larsen et al. included the

claim the writeable next node pointer register.

43. As per claim 39, the combine teaching of Schimmel and Larsen et al. inherently teach

render the writeable next node pointer registers read-only.

44. As per claim 40, Larsen et al. teach a memory device having processor instructions stored

therein, the processor instructions being operable to cause the processor to write to the writeable

control register [from col. 3 line 62 to col. 4 line 1 1; col. 7 lines 37-41].

45. As per claim 41, Schimmel teaches the PCI local bus compliant peripheral device

includes register to indicate whether the capabilities linked list is enabled [col. 7 lines 20-22].

However, Schimmel does not explicitly teach that the register is writeable. Larsen et al teach a

programmable series of memory array blocks such that it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art that the combine teachings of Schimmel and Larsen et al. included the

claimed writeable register.
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46. Claims 42-59 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Schimmel

in view of Gafken U.S. Patent 6,026,016.

47. As per claim 42, Schimmel teaches a hardware linked list comprising:

a first list node having a capabilities register and a next node pointer register; and

a second list node having a capabilities register and a next node pointer register [col. 7

lines 22-34];

Schimmel does not teach a control register, and in response to the control register, the

next node pointer registers of the first and second list nodes are conditionally read-only.

Gafken teaches a method for controlling locking and unlocking of a block in a memory

array. Specifically, Gafken teaches a control register [137, 135, 140 fig. 1] and wherein the

plurality of blocks in the memory array are conditionally made read-only in response to the

control register [col. 6 lines 38-44].

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified the system of Schimmel with the control register of Gafken to

conditionally made the next node pointer registers of the first and second list nodes read-only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to prevent inadvertent overwriting or other

undesired alteration to the linked list which would compromise the device integrity.

48. As per claim 43, Schimmel teaches a head pointer register to point to the first list node

and Gafken teaches a writeable register wherein the writeable register are conditionally read-only

in response to the control register. Therefore, it is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that
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the combine teachings of Schimmel and Gafken teach the writeable head pointer register being

conditionally read-only in response to the control register.

49. As per claim 44, Schimmel teaches the hardware linked list is compliant with a PCI local

bus rev. 2.2 capabilities list [col. 40 line 42].

50. As per claim 45, Gafken teaches the control register is a write-once register [from col. 7

line 64 to col. 8 line 5].

51. As per claim 46, Gafken teaches the control register can be written to only once between

hardware resets [see claim 45; col. 10 lines 47-52].

52. As per claim 47, Schimmel teach a method of initializing a computer peripheral

comprising:

during initialization of the computer peripheral, the computer system communicates with

the peripheral to obtain a list of capabilities stored in a hardware linked list within the peripheral.

Schimmel does not expressly teach the writing a list of capabilities to nodes in a

hardware linked list. Particularly, Schimmel does not teach that the system have the ability to

modify the linked list or teach a control register within the computer peripheral to made the

nodes read-only.

Gafken present another invention relates generally to a memory array and more

particularly to a method and apparatus for locking and unlocking blocks of memory cells in a
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nonvolatile memory array to disable and enable write and erase. Specifically, Gafken teaches

due to the nature of the locking mechanism of previous art, in order to update or make

modification to the critical information in the memory, the user required to open up the system to

physically change the setting to unlock the memory. Therefore, while system critical

information is protected in locked blocks, updates to such information can be difficult.

Gafken teaches, during the initialization of the computer peripheral [115 fig. 3-memory

module], the writing/re-programming of the desired location in the memory array [515 fig. 5;

col. 13 lines 59-65] and to a control register [315 fig. 3] within the computer peripheral to make

the location ofmemory array read-only [from col. 13 line 66-3].

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified the system of Schimmel with the ability to modified the location

of memory array [register] of Gafken to write a list of capabilities to nodes in a hardware linked

list and a control register taught by Gafken to make the nodes read-only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide the system the ease of use and

upgradeability of the list of capabilities to node in a hardware linked list; and at the same time, to

prevent inadvertent erasure or modification to the linked list.

53. As per claim 48, Gafken teaches the method for altering the information a desire location

of the memory. Therefore, it is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the combine

teachings of Schimmel and Gafken teach the modifying to the next node pointer register.
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54. As per claim 49, Gafken teach writing to a control register comprises writing once to a

capabilities lock bit, which thereafter is read-only [see claim 45-46].

55. As per claim 50, Schimmel teaches a capabilities list enabled register [col. 7 lines 20-21]

and Gafken teaches the system with the ability to modify a read-only register. Therefore, it is

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the combine teaching of Schimmel and Gafken

teach the writing to a capabilities list enabled register.

56. As per claim 51, Gafken teaches the method is performed by basic input output software

prior to loading of an operating system [fig. 5]

57. As per claim 52, Schimmel teaches a method of initializing a PCI local bus compliant

device comprising:

reading a link within a capabilities linked list in the PCI local bus compliant device.

However, Schimmel does not teach reading instructions from a memory device holding basic

input output software to modify a link within a capabilities linked list and writing to a control

register in the PCI local bus compliant device to make the link read-only.

Gafken present another invention relates generally to a memory array and more

particularly to a method and apparatus for locking and unlocking blocks of memory cells in a

nonvolatile memory array to disable and enable write and erase. Specifically, Gafken teaches

due to the nature of the locking mechanism of previous art, in order to update or make

modification to the critical information in the memory, the user required to open up the system to
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physically change the setting to unlock the memory. Therefore, while system critical

information is protected in locked blocks, updates to such information can be difficult.

Gafken teaches, during the system initialization, reading instruction from a memory

device holding basic input output software [151 fig. 1; col. 13 lines 26-40];

modifying a desired locations in the memory array within the memory module [col. 13

lines 62-63]; and

writing to a control register in the memory module to make the location in the memory

array read-only [from col. 13 line 66 to col. 14 line 2].

At the time of the invention was make, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have modified to system of Schimmel with the reading instruction from a

memory device holding BIOS software as taught by Gafken to modify a link within a capabilities

linked list in the PCI local bus compliant device in the Schimmel system and a control register

taught by Gafken to make the link read-only.

The motivation for doing so would have been to provide ease of use and

upgradeability of the link within the linked list; and at the same time, to prevent inadvertent

erasure or modification to the linked list [col. 14 lines 27-40].

58. As per claim 53, the examiner takes Official Notice of the fact that the manipulation of

the linked list is an old and well-know method.

59. As per claim 54-55, Gafken teaches the system with the ability to modify a read-only

register. Therefore, it is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the combine teaching of
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Schimmel and Gafken teach the writing to a capabiHties list enabled register and to a head

pointer register in order to modify the capabilities list.

60. As per claim 56, Schimmel teach an apparatus having a computer readable medium with

machine-readable instructions for a method stored thereon, the method comprising:

reading a next node pointer register in a PCI local bus peripheral to indicate the existence

of a capability [col. 7 lines 20-22].

However, Schimmel does not teach the modifying a next node pointer register or a

control register to make the next node pointer register read-only.

Gafken teach another method for modifying a location in a memory [register]; and

the modifying a control register to make the next node pointer register read-only [see

discussion in claim 52].

61 . As per claim 57, Schimmel teaches a head pointer register to point to a hardware linked

list. Gafken teaches the system with the ability to modify a protected register and, after modify,

re-lock the register to render the register read-only responsive to the control register. Therefore,

it is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the combine teaching of Schimmel and Gafken

teach the modifying of a head pointer register to a hardware capabilities linked list, wherein the

head pointer become read-only responsive to the control register.

62. As per claim 58, Gafken teach the apparatus comprises a read-only memory [abs]

63. As per claim 59, see claim 50.
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Vincent T. Tran whose telephone number is (571) 272-7210. The

examiner can normally be reached on 7:30-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Thomas c. Lee can be reached on (57 1)272-3667. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Vincent Tran


